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WRITE! Student Book H

Concrete and
Abstract Nouns
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Think
Well-chosen nouns can add clarity, richness and
appeal to your writing. A noun is a word that
names a person, place, thing or idea.

These concrete nouns name people:

A concrete noun names a person, place or thing
that can be seen or touched. These words are
concrete nouns:

These concrete nouns name places:

ca
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beach, basement, courtyard, theatre, forest,
Avanzo’s Bakery, Rottnest Island, Shark Bay,
Sierra Leone, Antarctica
These concrete nouns name things:

ow

ballerina, anthropologist, carpenter, arrow,
vineyard, Italy, calculator, pamphlet, suspenders,
orangutan

neighbour, dentist, plumber, pilot, judge, infant,
aunt, Daphne, Mrs Sanchez, Dr Lewis

An abstract noun names an idea, which cannot be
seen or touched. These words are abstract nouns:

These abstract nouns name ideas:
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July, ancestry, opinion, withdrawal, urgency,
wetness, taste, din, aggression, clarity, foolishness,
vigilance

anchor, broom, magnet, pendant, keyboard,
gravestone, cauliflower, tarantula, Jupiter, food

ro

bounty, universe, purpose, time, depth, fragrance,
observation, acceptance, ferocity, selfishness

rB

Study a Model
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Read the paragraph from a book on art history. Concrete
nouns are red, and abstract nouns are blue.
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Late in the nineteenth century, the
Impressionist painters shared an idea. Each
of these artists saw extraordinary beauty in
the ordinary. Train stations, bridges, farms
and fields became their subjects. Light was
their inspiration. They painted outside to
capture visual truth. The technique of many
Impressionist painters was to paint pure
colours in dots and dashes on the canvas.
Monet, Degas and Renoir were masterful with

In the first and second sentences, the words
painters and artists are concrete nouns. They
name types of people, who can be seen.
Notice that the words beauty, ordinary, subjects
and inspiration are abstract nouns. They name
ideas, which cannot be seen or touched.

The words Monet, Degas and Renoir are
concrete proper nouns, naming specific people.

this form.
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Part I: Foundations – A. Using Words in Writing

Label each
underlined noun
C for concrete or
A for abstract.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

that philosopher
an argument
an antique
a pharaoh
many pleasures

a rainbow
the Mitchell Laboratory
his attitude
the freeway
their laughter

B

Read the
sentences. Write
the 8 concrete
nouns and the 8
abstract nouns.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The elephants had to leave the fragile environment.
Will the three jugglers perform in the main tent?
A poorly packed backpack can actually cause injury.
That old ceramic jug may be considered art.
His speciality was designing huge mobiles.
This technique is a classic.
For safety, we hired an experienced guide.
How is Julienne doing with the experiment?

C

Read the paragraph. Write the 11 concrete nouns and the 11 abstract nouns. One
concrete noun is used more than once.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Although it is difficult to imagine, there was a time when many young children had
full-time jobs. Though their wages were low, they needed to support their families. Some
youngsters worked for twelve hours a day in dirty mines. Other children sold newspapers,
worked on farms or laboured in mills. The working conditions were often dangerous. Many
young workers suffered ill health, and some even died as a result of their employment. The
laws eventually corrected the wrongs that these children suffered. Now, if young people
work, it is highly regulated.
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A concrete noun names a person, place or thing that can be seen or touched. An abstract noun
names an idea, which cannot be seen or touched.
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Write

Write a paragraph describing yourself to
someone who has never met you. Include
interesting concrete and abstract nouns in
your writing.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013813 • CA9228

Writing Tip
Two other kinds of nouns are compound
nouns and collective nouns.
Compound nouns are made up of more than
one word. Some have hyphens, and others do
not.
My sister-in-law does a show every evening.
Collective nouns name a group of persons or
things.
The audience applauded wildly for our class.

5

WRITE! Student Book H

Personal Narratives
You tell stories all the time. Some are true, and some are invented. Some are about others, and some are
about you. A true story based on events in your own life is called a personal narrative.
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Here is a sample writing prompt for a personal narrative.

Write about an experience that you will never forget.

A Fright in the Night

It was my first camping trip. For weeks my
family had planned it, and now we were in the
Grampians. “We’re here!” I announced to everyone.
The first day we walked to a lake where we
made camp. After supper we scoured our dishes with
lake sand and warm water from the kettle. We wiped
the picnic table and put our food in a pack, which we
hoisted with a rope over a high tree branch. This was
to keep prowling animals out of it.
We stirred the campfire coals and turned in early
that night. We all fell asleep fast, side by side in the
tent. Suddenly, I woke up. It was pitch dark, and
something was out there! Whatever it was, it was
nosing around, and it sounded clumsy. Something
moved on the table, but what had we left out? I made
a mental list. There were only clean dishes, salt and
pepper, towels and a plastic water container.
My mind raced. It must be a dingo! What if
it has rabies? My body stiffened with terror as I
pictured razor-sharp teeth suddenly tearing through
the tent wall. Thin nylon was all that separated us
from the mad dingo’s frothing jaws. I don’t know
how long I lay frozen like that, but the noises
seemed to go for hours.
Then it was dawn. Everyone else was still
asleep, and the tent was still standing. I dressed and
crawled out to examine the damage. The food pack
still dangled from the branch, untouched. Only the
salt shaker had moved, and it was tipped on its side.
The intruder had left a single clue. Mouse droppings!
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❉ You can write about anything in your
life, from a major turning point to an
ordinary event.
❉ In a personal narrative, you write a
true story about something that has
happened in your life. Try to make
readers part of your experience.
❉ Write as a first-person narrator. Use
the first-person pronouns I, me, we and
us in your story.
❉ Put the story events in an order that
makes sense. Make sure your story
has a definite beginning, middle and
ending.
❉ Use transitional words such as first,
then and next to help readers follow
the events.
❉ Use engaging, descriptive language
that will create vivid images in the
minds of your readers. For effect, you
can occasionally use single phrases,
such as “Mouse droppings!”
❉ If your personal narrative includes
dialogue, make it realistic. If read
out loud, your dialogue should sound
like real people talking to each other.
In your dialogue, use indentation,
quotation marks and other
punctuation correctly.
❉ Create a story title that will capture
readers’ interest.
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Writing Tips
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Read this personal narrative, which was written in response to the prompt. Then read the
Writing Tips to learn more about personal narratives.

86
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers
Before you write, use graphic organisers to help yourself gather and arrange the content for your story.
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The writer of the personal narrative on page 86 might have used a Story Chart, such as the one below.

A Story
Chart helps
writers plan
the structure
of a story.

ca

Title: A Fright in the Night

Setting

Problem

Events

Resolution

me and my
family

campsite
in the
Grampians

hear noises
outside our
tent

listen to
noises; fear
it’s a rabid
dingo; lie
quietly in fear

wake early;
discover
intruder was
a mouse
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Characters
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The writer of the story on page 86 might also have used a Setting Chart to organise information about
the setting of the story. If you had been the writer, what details would you have used to describe the
setting? Fill in the boxes on the chart below with details about three aspects of the setting.

picnic table

tent
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campsite
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Setting

A Setting Chart helps writers organise details about the setting of a story.
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WRITE! Student Book H

Taking a Look at Personal Narratives
Read the personal narrative below, which was written in response to the prompt on
page 86. Then read the comments to understand why this story scored a 4.
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Score:

Your Turn
Pianissimo
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I’ll never forget the worst recital of my life. It
happened one summer night when I was eight.
“Time to go,” Mum urged. “You can’t be late.”
They were waiting on the porch. They’d turned the lights
off. I was practising my piece one last time, in the dark.
“You’ve got it down now,” dad coaxed.
Unconvinced, I followed them out to the car.
Soon I was cowering backstage. The concert hall, the
stage and the piano looked huge. The piano was the long,
fancy style called a concert grand. With the top propped
up, it loomed like an ugly black sailboat. Why hadn’t my
teacher told me? My hands started to sweat.
One by one, the other students played their pieces
perfectly by heart. Then I heard myself announce,
“Beethoven’s ‘Moonlight Sonata,’ Second Movement.”
I perched on the bench, steadied my fingers on the
keys and breathed. The melody began. Everything was
going fine, but then a weird thing happened. It was like I
was watching someone else’s hands, and they were about
to stop. My mind was going blank! I showed no reaction
and started over, hoping the audience wouldn’t notice. It
happened again. I started again. Then, like a nightmare,
it happened one more time! I stood up and curtseyed, but
the audience clapped too long. They pitied me!
Later that night, I played the “Moonlight Sonata on
our little piano with the plastic keys. No one heard but
me, but I played it perfectly. I knew that I could!

Now it’s your turn to help the
writer. Find and fix the errors in
the writing. Go back to the pages
in green if you need help.

ca

1

Partner
Comments

error in a name. See pp. 46–47.

2. Find and fix the missing
quotation marks. See pp.
56–57.

4
Teacher
Comments
▲ Your title is a foreign word and
may be hard for some readers,
but it gives a good hint about
the story’s focus.
▲ Your story has a consistent
point, and it’s clearly your own.
▲ The “ugly black sailboat” is an
excellent image because it tells
how the piano looked to you and
how it made you feel. You invite
readers in. Good!
▲ Your sentences are varied,
clear and complete. You’ve
used correct punctuation and
capitalisation.

2

Your story made me imagine your experience, as
if it happened to me! The opening dialogue got
my interest. The ending was good too.

88

1. Find and fix the capitalisation

3

▲ Your story is well-structured,
with a definite beginning, middle
and ending. Nice job!
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Score:
Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 3.

Your Turn

1

tio
n

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
and fix the errors in the writing. Go back
to the pages in green if you need help.

Play It Again, Kid

1. Find and fix the paragraph that isn’t

ca

indented. See pp. 58–59.

2. Find and fix the missing quotation

Ed
u

marks. See pp. 56–57.

3. Find and fix the compound sentence
that is missing a comma. See pp.
52–53.

ow

4. Find and fix the incorrect comparative
form of an adjective. See pp. 26–27.

5. Find and fix the rambling sentence.
See pp. 40–41.
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The worst night of my life was the night of
my piano recital when I was eight. I remember
my mum and dad waiting on the porch and telling
me to hurry up so we wouldn’t be late. I went on
playing my piece in the dark one more time even
after they had turned off the lights.
Then, when we got to the concert hall, it looked
totally huge. The piano scared me half to death
because it was the concert grand kind. I had never
played on one like that before!
It seemed like all the other kids weren’t even
nervous. Then it was my turn. I was going to play
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata,” the second part.
I remember being so nervous that my hands
were sweating, and I wondered if I would even be
able to press the keys down. Then I started playing
but a totally weird thing happened. It was like I
was not even playing myself. I sort of panicked
because I thought I was going to forget the rest!
I figured I could fake it, so I went on playing. I
went back to the beginning, but I forgot two more
times! Finally I had to get up and curtsey. The
audience clapped as if they felt sorry for me. It
was the worse feeling I had ever had!
Later that night, after everybody else had
gone to bed, I stayed up and played my piece
one more time just to see if I could and I did and
with no mistakes. Even if it wasn’t in front of the
audience, it made me feel a lot better.

2

Teacher
Comments
▲ Your title is clever. Nice!
▲ You have kept your own point of view
and have presented some interesting
story details. I can tell what you were
thinking and feeling. Good!
▲ Though a story should sound like it is
being told to a friend, some of your
words are too informal. Use terms such
as totally and it was like sparingly.
▲ Some of your sentences are long and
sound rushed. You should vary your
sentence structure. See pp. 44–45 for
help.

Partner
Comments
I could imagine the events and
feelings in the story. The writing
was kind of rambling, though. The
ending was choppy.

4

3
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▲ Try using some words that are more
exact or precise. See pp. 42–43 and
62–63.
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WRITE! Student Book H

Score:

Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 2.

Your Turn

1
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Now it’s your turn to help the
writer. Find and fix the errors in the
writing. Go back to the pages in
green if you need help.

Blew It

ca

1. Find and fix the two

contraction errors. See pp.
54–55.
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I had to play piano in front of people one time. That
was the worst thing I ever had to do. That was a bad
night. I was seven or eight. I dont remember for sure. I
hated that. It was because I was shy but they never asked
if you wanted to or didn’t want to but they just said do
this and then you have to.
When we got their, the place was huge. I had never seen
a piano like that before. It was a concert kind, and cost
more than some houses! It was my turn. That was the
first time I had played that kind of piano and it was not
that easy, and now I know why. Those keys arent easy to
press down, and there not plastic.
I forgot the end part of my music, but it was because
those people are staring at me. You always play better
when no one is there. I proved it later. The whole thing
with no mistakes!

2. Find and fix the two rambling
sentences. See pp. 40–41.
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Partner
Comments

ro
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3. Find and fix the two

2
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4. Find and fix the paragraph that
is not indented. See pp. 58–59.

5. Find and fix the two incorrect
homophones. See pp. 28–29.

6. Find and fix the comma used
incorrectly in a simple sentence
with a compound predicate.
See pp. 30–31 and 52–53.

7. Find and fix the sentence

Your ideas moved around so much, I kept getting lost.
I could tell that you had an awful experience, though.

3

fragment. See pp. 34–35.

Teacher
Comments

4

H

aw

inconsistent verb tenses. See
pp. 16–17.

©

▲ Although your title is “catchy” and relates to the story, it is a slang expression. Think of another
title.
▲ Your story details are often weak, so I have a hard time picturing the time, place and events. I do
know how you felt, though.

▲ Make sure you don’t get off track with points that don’t develop the story.
▲ Your sentences tend to be too long or too short. I’d like to see you vary the structure of some
sentences and the types of sentences you use. See pp. 42–43 and 44–45.
▲ Use more precise words. See pp. 22–23 and 24–25.
▲ Make sure you create a new paragraph for each new idea. Remember to indent. See pp. 58–59.
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Score:

Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 1.

Your Turn
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See pp. 16–17.
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1. Find and fix the two verb tense errors.

2. Find and fix the two run-on sentences.
See pp. 40–41.
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One time this girl had a teacher who sayed
she had to play piano in front of all these
people. That girl felt like running away that
night her parents said she should do it, so she
said she would. Then herself stood up and said
that it was mr beethovens “Moonlight Sonata.
Then she got part way through and then forgot
the rest. Three times. Like a nightmare. It
makes me mad shy kids should not have to do
this I will not ever make my kids do it. The
girl played it by heart after everybody had
went to bed. That didnt really count, but her
and I know it did, and that is for sure.

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
and fix the errors in the writing. Go back to
the pages in green if you need help.

3. Find and fix the two incorrect pronouns.
See pp. 10–13 and 14–15.

4. Find and fix the two capitalisation errors.
See pp. 46–51.
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5. Find and fix the incorrect possessive
noun. See pp. 8–9.

2
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Partner
Comments
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6. Find and fix the missing quotation
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Was this story about your life? It
didn’t seem to be. It didn’t have a clear
beginning, middle and ending. You made
a lot of errors that you should fix.

7. Find and fix the two sentence fragments.
See pp. 34–35.

8. Find and fix the contraction error. See
pp. 54–55.

9. Find and fix the unnecessary clause. See
pp. 42–43.

Teacher
Comments

4
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marks. See pp. 56–57.
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▲ Your story needs a title.
▲ The story should be told from your point of view. It isn’t clear that you are describing your own
experience. It sounds like you are telling a story about someone else. Are you?
▲ Take time to write more details so that your story will get and hold your readers’ attention.
▲ Please vary your sentence structure and the types of sentences you use. See pp. 42–43 and
44–45.
▲ Please join some short sentences when they have related ideas. See pp. 36–37.
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